A spin-Hall nano-oscillator (SHNO) is a type of spintronic oscillator that shows promising performance as a nanoscale microwave source and for neuromorphic computing applications. Within such nanodevices, a non-ferromagnetic layer in the presence of an external magnetic field and a DC bias current generates an oscillating microwave voltage. For developing optimal nano-oscillators, accurate simulations of the device's complex behaviour are required before fabrication. This work simulates the key behaviour of a nanoconstriction SHNO as the applied DC bias current is varied. The current density and Oersted field of the device have been presented, the magnetisation oscillations have been clearly visualised in three dimensions and the spatial distribution of the active mode determined. These simulations allow designers a greater understanding and characterisation of the device's behaviour while also providing a means of comparison when experimental results are generated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Having only recently been discovered spintronic oscillators overcome the typical sensitivity of nanoscale devices to external factors by being magnetically operated. These devices can then operate as microwave sources or as a neuron in neural network applications. Spintronic oscillators are particularly suited for neuromorphic computing systems due to the non-linear oscillatory behaviour of the device's magnetisation and their ability to synchronise magnetically or electrically with other identical devices [1] . By utilising a single spintronic oscillator to emulate a neuron, the low power inefficiencies and space requirements of CMOS architecture [2] can be overcome by removing the need for multitudes of transistors required to effectively replicate a neuron's behaviour.
A Spin Torque Nano Oscillator (STNO) is one such device that has in recent years been successfully applied to neural network applications, more specifically for vowel recognition [3] [4] . Spin Hall Nano Oscillators (SHNO) share similar operation to STNOs but bring with them substantial benefits in allowing direct optical access for easier characterisation of the device's behaviour and in a reduced operational current.
An SHNO device consists of a ferromagnetic (FM) and nonferromagnetic (NFM) bilayer structure whereby the generation of spin current results in a spin torque present in the FM layer, which can then ensure steady precession of the magnetisation. This operation is achieved by the application of a DC current to the NFM layer that is then converted to pure spin current flowing in the transverse direction by the spin Hall effect (SHE). The pure spin current then flows through the NFM/FM interface and exerts a spin transfer torque (STT) on the magnetisation of the FM layer. If current densities are significant enough to generate a substantial Spin Transfer Torque the damping action of the magnetisation can be overcome, and the magnetisation can achieve a steady unchanging precession known as an auto-oscillation(AO) mode. Through the Anisotropic Magnetoresistance effect (AMR) effect this can then be converted to a microwave voltage.
In recent years the nanoconstriction (NC) geometry ( Fig. 1 ) has shown the most promise of an eventual neural network application [5] [6] [7] [8] . The constricted region produces extremely high local current densities and subsequent STTs at operational currents in the mA range while also allowing for direct optical access to the active area. These SHNO devices have demonstrated mutual synchronisation between multiple devices which is a key requirement for neural network applications. Multiple NC SHNOs have been synchronised across distances up to 4µm [1] , with applied magnetic fields as small as 30mT [9] , in stacked arrangements [10] and in arrays of 64 synchronised devices [11] . Using a combination of COMSOL Multiphysics [12] and MUMAX3 [13] (Fig. 2 ) this paper presents a method for simulating SHNO device behaviour with results comparable to those previously demonstrated [7] . In the existing literature the magnetisation oscillations of the system are yet to be clearly detailed. Here the magnetisation oscillations are presented for a selection of currents while the spatial distribution of the auto-oscillation mode across the device is also demonstrated. This work thereby effectively introduces SHNO behaviour by visualising the oscillations that drive device operation.
II. STRUCTURE AND MODELLING

A. COMSOL Structure
COMSOL was used to calculate the current density distribution and the subsequent current-induced magnetic (Oersted) field across the SHNO. The modelled device consisted of a 4µm by 4 µm Platinum/Permalloy bilayer with thicknesses of 6nm and 5nm respectively. A 20nm wide nanoconstriction was defined in the centre of the device with an opening angle of 22˚ and a 50nm radius of curvature. An in-plane DC current of 1.2mA was applied to the platinum layer and a tetrahedral mesh with minimum element sizing of 0.2nm was defined. Standard conductivity values of 8.9 MS/m for platinum and 1.74 MS/m for permalloy were also defined. In order to generate a solution using the "electric and magnetic fields" interface the device was encapsulated by a cube of air. The current density distribution was taken in-plane at the mid-point of the platinum layer as this value determines the spin current and corresponding spin torque in the ferromagnetic layer. The Oersted field value was taken from the mid-point of the permalloy layer. Once calculated at a single applied current, the current can later be varied in MUMAX due to the linear relationships between current and its distributions.
B. MUMAX Structure
The calculated distribution values were then inserted into MUMAX3 to simulate the complex magnetic behaviour of the SHNO device. These values are estimated on the 2560nm × 2560nm × 5nm rectangular MUMAX mesh before this mesh is discretised into a grid of 1024 × 1024 × 1 cells each with dimensions of 2.5nm × 2.5nm × 1nm. A greyscale 1024 × 1024 pixels image mask was used to implement the NC geometry while the material parameters were taken from previously published experimental data [7] [14] and can be seen in Table 1 .
Lambda here determines the degree of angular dependency of the generated Spin Orbit Torque on the relative orientation between the magnetisation direction and spin polarisation direction [14] . Here we set this to 1 to remove any angular dependency from the simulation. The spin-polarisation direction was set equal to the negative x direction and assumed uniformly antiparallel to the x-axis, mp = -1. Zhang-Li torque was neglected due to the majority of the current flowing in the Pt layer and the contribution of any fieldlike spin-transfer torques (ε') was ignored due to their small magnitudes in comparison to the damping-like contributions [15] . An external magnetic field of 0.7T was applied to the device, in addition to the Oersted field, with an in-plane angle of 24˚ and an out of plane angle of 60˚ (Fig. 1) .
The magnetisation dynamics of the system were therefore calculated from the following modified Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert-Slonczewski (LLGS) equation, where (1) describes how the magnetisation oscillates before achieving auto-oscillation. 
III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. COMSOL Distributions @ I = 1.2mA
A 100nm NC width geometry was constructed to verify the COMSOL methodology against previous results [14] before the following current density and Oersted field distributions were calculated. Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b both show the effect the NC has on SHNO operation as the crucial factors that influence the device's behaviour are both significantly increased. Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b demonstrate how the magnetisation of the system in the local NC area behaves as it achieves autooscillation. Once the device is excited at 1ns, by the addition of the current and Oersted field, the magnetisation begins to noticeably oscillate. At 0.6mA the amplitude of this transient oscillation builds until the magnetisation achieves auto oscillation, while at 1.2mA the amplitude instead decreases before entering the auto-oscillation mode. At both currents the auto-oscillation regime is achieved in a similar time frame of roughly 11ns despite the substantial difference in behaviour. The amplitude of the auto-oscillations was noted to behave non- 
B. Micromagnetic Simulation in MUMAX3
linearly which is a crucial factor in neural network applications. A reduction in the amplitude of oscillations was observed between 1.1mA and 1.2mA suggesting a breakdown in device behaviour at high currents. Fig. 5 show how the magnetisation in the local area is represented in three-dimensional space. The magnetisation in both cases can be seen to rotate around a fixed direction defined by the applied external magnetic field with the eventual autooscillation rotation denoted by the orange and red lines.
After the frequency of the auto-oscillation mode is calculated by taking the fast Fourier transform of the magnetisation across each cell, the spatial distribution of the active mode can be plotted. With an applied current of 0.6mA the distribution in Fig. 6a at a frequency of 17.73GHz is produced. The active mode is tilted due to the presence of the demagnetising field in the device and this tilt direction can be varied using the sign of the spin-Hall angle, the polarisation direction of the spin current or the direction of the applied current. The mode is present in a mostly uniform manner in the NC centre apart from two more prominent bands that have detached from the centre. This distribution is mostly symmetric and extends 200nm along the applied current path. At the increased current of 1.2mA and a frequency of 17.81GHz the distribution depicted in Fig. 6b is determined. This distribution varies substantially compared to the lower current result in that the mode is no longer uniformly distributed in the centre. Instead the mode exists most prominently in the two bands at distances of 40nm and 50nm in the positive and negative y direction respectively. The mode now exhibits significant asymmetry due to the increase in the magnitude of the Oersted field and extends a total distance of 250nm along the applied current path.
When compared to simulated distributions of the active mode that have been previously published [7] the most substantial difference is in the presence of substantial asymmetry in the 1.2mA result. However, decreasing the current slightly to 1.1mA almost completely removes this asymmetry in the result again suggesting that the device behaviour breaks down above this applied current. These results also differ in the banded areas where the active mode is most prominent, but this could be due to the increased resolution (cell size decreased from 3.9nm × 3.9nm × 1nm to 2.5nm × 2.5nm × 1nm) used in the simulated NC area.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary a state-of-the-art NC SHNO has been simulated using a combination of COMSOL and MUMAX3. This simulation presents how an applied current in the mA range results in substantial current densities and Oersted field magnitudes in the NC area. These factors have a significant effect on the operation of an SHNO and are therefore crucial in achieving an accurate simulation. Through calculating these distributions, the complete complex behaviour of the SHNO device was simulated and the magnetisation dynamics assessed. The magnetisation in the local NC area achieves auto oscillation differently depending on the magnitude of the applied current as the magnitude of the STT varies. However, differences in the applied current do not affect the time taken to achieve auto-oscillation. The established method allows for easy evaluation of different materials and geometries before device fabrication while in visualising how the magnetisation evolves in three dimensions the behaviour of an SHNO has been more clearly visualised than ever before. 
